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Abstract: Data access latencies and bandwidth bottlenecks frequently represent major limiting factors for the
computational effectiveness of many-core processor architectures. This presentation introduces two conceptually
complementary approaches to reduce the synchronization overheads for coherence maintenance and to improve the
locality between computing resources and data: Region-based cache coherence and near memory acceleration.
A 2D array of compute tiles with multiple, heterogeneous RISC cores, two levels of caches and a tile-local SRAM
memory serves as reference processing platform. These compute tiles, various I/O tiles and a globally shared DDR
SDRAM memory tile are interconnected by a meshed Network on Chip (NoC) with support for multiple quality of
service levels. Overall, this processing architecture follows a distributed- shared-memory model. The limited degree of
parallelism in many embedded computing applications also bounds the number of compute tiles possibly sharing
associated data structures. Therefore, we favor region-based cache coherence (RBCC) among a limited number of
compute tiles over global coherence approaches. Coherence regions are dynamically configured at runtime and
comprise a number of arbitrary (adjacent or non-adjacent) compute tiles which are interconnected through regular NoC
channels for the exchange of coherency protocol messages. We will show that region-based coherence allows
maintaining substantially smaller coherence directories (e.g., by approx. 40% reduced in size for 16 tiles systems with
up to 4 tiles per region) and shorter sharer checking latencies than global coherence. RBCC increases the locally usable
intra-tile shared SRAM memories and may reduce execution times of sample video processing applications by 30% in
comparison to message passing based parallelization. However, the benefits of RBCC may strongly depend on the task
and data placement among tiles in the coherency region which can affect performance by up to an order of magnitude.
Near memory processing using near memory accelerators (NMA) positions processing resources for specific data
manipulations as close as possible to the data memory for the benefit of shortening access latencies and increasing
compute efficiency.
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